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Here’s what we’ll cover:

1. Why does security matter more than 
ever?

2. How does ActiveCampaign keep your data 
safe?

3. The future of security: What does 
ActiveCampaign have planned?

Today’s Agenda



Why does security matter
more than ever?



A new digital currency: The product is data

Millions of Contacts

Proprietary Code

Trusted 
Communication 

Channels
Shopping History

Undisclosed Client 
Lists

Passwords and 
Authentication Details

Protected Health 
Information

Ransom and Financial 
Crimes



Digital growth due to COVID
The levels of remote working have skyrocketed during lockdowns and are likely to remain 
higher than pre-crisis levels for some time.
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● 95% of IT professionals report additional challenges around security as a result of COVID-19 

● 55% of IT professionals cite phishing attacks as the top threat during the pandemic

● 51% of companies experienced more phishing attacks due to employees working remotely 

● Ransomware attacks increased 148% in March 2020

● As of May 2nd, the FBI Reported a 300% increase in reported cyber crimes

● In the next month, 49% of businesses are concerned with about potential cyber security incident 
due to a remote workforce

COVID: Cybercrime is spiking in response. 

Source: Performance Improvement Partners



The United States
Declares its first 
case of COVID-19, 
cyber attacks go up 

48%

Multiple states in 
the U.S. declare a 
public emergency;
cyber attacks go up 

64%

The country of Italy 
goes into lockdown; 
cyber attacks go up 

28%

The World Health 
Organization 
declares COVID-19 
a pandemic; cyber 
attacks go up 

22%
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Source: Computer Weekly via Carbon Black



How does ActiveCampaign 
keep your data safe?



How are you ensuring 
ActiveCampaign
is secure and 
compliant?

● Compliance: We constantly improve 
our security to go above and beyond 
compliance standards.

● Automation: We build in-house tools 
to scan code, scan infrastructure, and 
automatically detect anomalous 
activity.

● Proactive measures: We attempt to 
hack our own systems. Offensive 
engagement allows us to find and 
correct vulnerabilities faster than they 
can be exploited by malicious parties.



How does 
ActiveCampaign go 
beyond what’s 
expected of modern 
security? 

● Information classification

● Authentication and access 
security

● Secure Cloud Operations

● Secure software development 
lifecycle

● Internal offensive security



Secure Thinking

Our developers 
consider security 
from day one. We 
consider common 
security flaws and 
exploit techniques at 
the beginning of our 
SDLC.

Security Scanning 
Tools

Developers use 
embedded security 
scanning tools in their 
deployment process. 
Ongoing code  
analysis and 
open-source package 
management let us 
flag potential issues 
or vulnerabilities.

Daily Vulnerability 
Scans

We scan our product 
daily, to flag and 
correct potential 
vulnerabilities as 
quickly as possible. 

Continuous Pen 
Testing

We continuously  try 
to hack our own 
systems. Our 
offensive security 
engineers  think  like 
hackers to find and 
address potential 
issues.

Security 
Community 
Experts

We’re involved in the 
security community 
at the local, national, 
and international 
level. Our team 
consists of active 
contributors to 
multiple open 
security frameworks..

Security is built into our software development lifecycle
Security starts before the first line of code. That’s why we bake security into every stage of 
our software development lifecycle (SDLC).



Compliance and Privacy 



The future of security: What does 
ActiveCampaign have planned?



Platform Security Enhancements

Multi-factor 
authentication

User Permission 
improvements

Single sign-on

Session 
management

User behavior 
analysis

Device
fingerprinting







How is 
ActiveCampaign 
providing trust with 
transparency?

Comprehensive Security Bundle

Our security package includes:

● SOC 2 audit
● Pen Test summary
● Architecture diagrams
● Comprehensive security FAQ



Questions?

For follow-ups feel free to contact me: cmazal@activecampaign.com


